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Abstract
In this paper we introduce the Xeni travel ecosystem which migrates the current travel
supply chain monetary settlement process to a more efficient, transparent and faster
access state. This paper also outlines potential DeFi and travel inventory tokenization
opportunities it sees as value adds to its ecosystem.
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Summary of Key Facts
Xeni is a Web 3.0 travel ecosystem that democratizes access of wholesale (net rate) inventory to travel resellers
and powers web-based selling. The travel transactions generated on Xeni’s ecosystem will represent a captive
market for our blockchain settlement engine.
The Xeni ecosystem is comprised of three major elements:

Travel Ecosystem

The DLT payment settlement

The native token of the

and ledger, which manages

ecosystem

wallets for travelers, travel
professionals, and suppliers

The ecosystem addresses the major pain points in the travel supply chain specifically involving the sale of online
travel inventory. These pain points are: accessing wholesale inventory, selling travel online to travelers, account
reconciliation, reduction of travel payment fraud, cost, and settlement time.

Xeni (travel ecosystem)
Xeni’s ecosystem offers benefits to every constituent in a travel transaction, as follows:

Travel resellers:
Access to a full suite of travel inventory at wholesale rates
Complete control over their commissions
Ability to receive an instant settlement of commissions
Ability to accept online payments
Ability to offer their travelers a modern, online experience with a no-code solution
Travelers:
High-touch service without paying a higher price vs. published rates
Gain the luxury of having a travel service provider coupled with the convenience of logging in to a modern
online travel agency
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Travel inventory suppliers:
A new distribution channel to reach more resellers of travel
Reduce their customer service and tech team costs
Receive payments at significantly reduced cost vs. the current virtual credit card-based payment system
Faster settlement: instant settlement once booking becomes non-refundable

XeniPay will be used to track and settle transactions that occur in the Xeni travel ecosystem.
XeniPay was originally built on the Hedera consensus service.

The ultimate choice of distributed ledger

technology is under review. The DLT provides an immutable log of activity to track distribution of payments
across the supply chain. Once a booking has been completed, the transaction records are logged. Then, the
funds owed to each counterparty are settled based on allocations established in the transaction logic.

XeniCoin is the native coin of the Xeni ecosystem. XeniCoin will offer discounts and benefits to its users and
holders. XeniCoin will be used as an instrument for DeFi lending to travel inventory suppliers, and for tokenization
of travel inventory to allow for transfer of non-refundable bookings across the Xeni marketplace.

Trends and opportunities
Travelers and travel professionals require a significant upgrade to existing travel software
infrastructure
There has been very little software and payment innovation in the travel industry since the 1990s. The last large
landscape change was when Online Travel Agencies (OTAs), the direct-to-consumer business model in travel,
made their debut. Since then, most innovation in travel software has focused on B2C experiences.
However, evidence suggests most consumers are not actually happy with their DIY (do it yourself) booking
experience when customer service is required. OTA net promoter scores are low; Expedia’s is a 3. Booking.com
fares even worse, at a -1. For comparison, Apple’s is a 47, and Costco’s is a 79.1 For trips with any complexity,
including multiple-city itineraries, re-booking or cancellation, a high-touch experience is needed.
Especially since the onset of COVID, consumers have been increasingly seeking out high-touch experiences when
booking travel (involving the use of a travel professional). The most significant increase in intent-to-use for travel
professionals is Millennials – consumers aged 18-38.2
But travel professionals do not have the technology infrastructure to service Millennials in the manner to which
they have become accustomed. Millennials want an online experience – a login, a DIY option, the ability to pay
online – all of these are out of reach for most travel professionals who cannot afford the high price tags such
solutions require (in the hundreds of thousands to millions of dollars). The travel industry will need to demonstrate
significant innovation to meet the needs of the Millennial and younger generations.
Despite the myth that the OTAs have put travel professionals out of business, the existing market for travel
professionals remains robust. There are over 100,000 travel agents in the U.S. alone and over 1,000,000 globally,
who collectively booked a notional value of ~$330 billion of travel in 2019. 3 That segment has also returned to
growth after losing share to the OTAs after many years.4 Additionally, the rise of social media has created a
generation of travel influencers who may seek to monetize their audience by selling travel online.
Xeni allows travelers to get high-touch service while enjoying the same online convenience the OTAs provide.

1

https://customer.guru/net-promoter-score/expedia-inc https://customer.guru/net-promoter-score/priceline-group

2 Washington Post (Bailey Berg), “Why 2021 will be the year of the travel agent”. May 13, 2021
3 IBISWorld March, 2020
4 https://www.bls.gov/ooh/sales/travel-agents.htm#:~:text=Employment
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Travel suppliers require more inventory distribution channels
Wholesale travel suppliers are sub-optimally served by the current ecosystem as well. For these suppliers, the
OTA buyers constitute an oligopsony (a state of market in which only a small number of buyers exist for a
product). Suppliers who seek to route around the OTAs by selling inventory to travel professionals face a
prohibitively costly and cumbersome distribution process. The industry lacks a widely used platform that would
democratize and de-bottleneck inventory distribution, rendering distribution efficient and seamless.

Challenges with payments in the travel industry
Finally, the entire travel industry suffers from an archaic payments system that hurts everyone. The travel
payments process has three serious problems: (1) It’s slow – settlement of every counterparty can take up to 60
days. (2) It’s expensive – multiple intermediaries take 1 – 3% of the booking value, with total intermediation cost
typically ~6%+. (3) It’s insecure – e.g., an estimated $20b is lost to fraud in the travel payments process every year.
The industry is ripe for a transition to DLT-based payment settlement but cannot be transitioned there in a
piecemeal way as customer adoption would be too slow.
Payments in travel are dominated by credit cards (travelers), wire transfers, and ACH payments (suppliers) – a
system whose only positive attributes are that it is widely accepted. The industry suffers from high credit card
fraud rates, high counterparty risk, slow settlement times (which can lead to solvency issues), high payment
costs, and complex cancellation and disputes processes.

Credit card fraud: nearly 5% of global online air travel bookings are fraudulent, costing airlines alone up to $5
billion. Airlines reject up to 25% of legitimate orders to avoid fraudulent bookings. Overall, fraud is a $20 billion
a year problem for the travel industry. Travel is particularly prone to fraud because it features high ticket
goods primarily bought online. The cost to a travel professional of bearing fraud is enormous – they might
earn a 10% commission on a given trip, but if the trip is fraudulent, they must bear 100% of the COGS; that
means they will need to book ten more trips (of the same value) just to make up that loss. 5
High counterparty risk: counterparties in travel are paid sequentially after the trip has been completed. For
example, if a customer books their hotel on an OTA site, the payment will be processed once the stay has
been completed. The OTA then sits on that money until they choose to send the respective payments along to
the relevant counterparties, which could include a travel agent owed a commission, and a hotel owed their
cost of goods. Each counterparty is at the mercy of whoever accepted the payment – if they elect not to pay
or go out of business in the meantime, the counterparties are left holding the bag. Unpaid commissions are a
problem for over 40% of agencies.6

5 https://www.chargebackgurus.com/blog/airline-and-travel-agency-chargebacks
6 https://www.phocuswire.com/The-hidden-costs-of-travel-payments
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Slow settlement times: because of this sequential payment process, settlement of all counterparties can take
30-60 days, a substantial working capital tie-up.5
High payment costs: on average, payments in travel represent ~6% of total booking costs, which are passed along to
consumers in the form of higher prices. However, for complex bookings (mainly corporate bookings with many changes and
cancellations, or for bookings involving currency translation), the cost can go as high as 12%. 7
Complex cancellation and dispute processes: Disputes are a massive issue in travel – the industry’s
chargeback rate is more than twice the average of other industries. 8 There is no single source of truth for the
counterparties in each travel transaction. Invoices and statements come in varying formats, so when
counterparties try to reconcile a booking, they may not be able to identify the same transaction. Since they
will each rely on their database, they will certainly not be looking at the same data set about that transaction.
The lack of transparency in transaction data is the primary cause of chargebacks. 9

For the reasons listed above, payments represent an anvil around the neck of travel professionals and inventory
suppliers. The current payments system simply does not meet the needs of the industry and results in lost profits
and higher costs for every constituent. A blockchain-based system could solve all these problems, but a critical
question remains: how to transition an entrenched industry into a DLT-based payments system?
Because of our value added services, Xeni is able to attract travel buyers, resellers, and suppliers onto our
platform; from there, we can directly settle their transactions using our blockchain based system. After
demonstrating the value of blockchain-based settlement within our own ecosystem, Xeni can expand this
offering out to the broader travel industry.

7 https://www.pymnts.com/travel-payments/2018/global-b2b-innovation-technology-adoption/
8 https://www.kansascityfed.org/~/media/files/publicat/reswkpap/pdf/rwp16-01.pdf
9 https://www.chargebackgurus.com/blog/airline-and-travel-agency-chargebacks
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The Xeni Solution
Overview: solving the four major pain points in selling travel online
Xeni’s ecosystem addresses the major pain points for travelers, travel professionals, and inventory suppliers in
one seamless solution.

Pain point 1: accessing wholesale inventory
Travel professionals earn a living by charging commissions on bookings. But they can’t simply buy published-rate
inventory off Expedia and resell it to their clients at a further markup - clients would not accept those higher
prices. So, travel professionals need access to discounted (wholesale) inventory. In the current state of the
market, there are huge barriers (structural and technological) to accessing wholesale inventory. Xeni has
eliminated these hurdles for travel resellers, providing instant access to a broad selection of inventory at
wholesale rates.

Barriers to Accessing Wholesale Rates

Xeni solution

IATA/ARC Membership

Minimum bookings volume
Xeni consolidates broadest selection of
travel
API

Integration

(requires

teach

team

and

merchant of record + ongoing full time tech
support)

inventory

platform,

with

at net rates on one
no

complex

integration

required.
Our white label offering uniquely empowers
travel managers to put this powerful tool on

Mapping of inventory across multiple suppliers

their own website.

Deposit or prepayment
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Pain point 2: manual processes that inhibit growth for travel pro’s and diminish traveler
experience
Because there is no purpose-built CRM for travel, travel professionals must slog through time consuming
processes to engage with clients and maintain records. Interviews with travel professionals suggest they are
currently primarily using Google Sheets, Whatsapp, and text messages to retain their records and communicate
with travelers. Xeni has built an integrated CRM tailored to the needs of travel professionals.

Without Xeni, reselling travel involves a labor intensive, slow process that represents a
barrier to scaling and competing with the OTAS

Lead generation

Search & itinerary
building

Customer
communication

Invoicing and
Payments

Record Keeping

Receive inbound lead via
email or text

Search for options across
many sources including
Kayak, Expedia, GTT,
direct calling, etc.

Manually type itinerary
into WhatsApp/email
and submit to client

Client emails pictures of
credit card or recites
payment information
over the phone

Input customer
information into Google
Streak CRM

Email/whatsApp/phone to
gather initial customer
data and preferences

Manually build at least 3
potential itineraries for
client

Wait for response to see
if itinerary is approved

Agent sends “please
invoice” email to internal
billing department

Maintain all customer
records on google
spreadsheets or excel

Request detailed client
personal info and
payment information

Accountant/billing dept
invoices customer

Maintain payment
information in paper or
emails/WhatsApp

Assign lead internally

Pain point 3: how to actually sell travel online? How to launch a custom booking engine,
customer portal, online payments?
It is very difficult for travel professionals to resell travel online in a bookable format, while still earning a
commission (short of building out an elaborate and expensive booking site on their own).

But travelers have

become accustomed to logging on to an OTA site to shop for travel, seeing their own bookings history and
upcoming trips, and paying online.

Unfortunately, this sophisticated web-based system is complex and

expensive to build. An online search will reveal many companies offering to develop these solutions, but they
require custom engineering work and are costly and slow. Xeni has created a “Shopify for travel” system where
anyone can spin out their own custom OTA in just a few minutes, in a no-code integration with no set-up fees
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Pain point 4: the archaic payment system in travel hurts everyone - it’s slow, expensive
and unsecure.
The current form of payments in travel works like a waterfall (sequential settlement of counterparties) with long
settlement times; the XeniPay state will feature instant settlement of all counterparties.
XeniPay disintermediates unnecessary layers in travel payments settlement, thereby delivering ~2.5 – 4.5%
savings on the total cost of bookings. Finally, by eliminating credit card intermediaries, Xeni can dramatically
reduce fraudulent bookings.

How XeniPay works

Xeni solves the major pain points involved in reselling travel online. Our unique value proposition is helping us
to build out an ecosystem of travel transactions, which will represent a captive market for our blockchain
settlement engine.
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Xeni revenue model

Subscription revenues: clients launching the Xeni Operating System pay a monthly

I.

subscription. Currently, Xeni offers one subscription package of $99/month. As more service
offerings are added to the platform, we plan to introduce other subscription tiers. Our
subscription fees offset the infrastructure costs associated with web hosting and search for our
clients.

Commissions: Xeni earns commissions on all travel booked on the platform. Commission rates vary

II.

significantly by inventory type, with products like cruises and trip insurance (offered through a negotiated
partnership) providing significantly higher commission rates than commercial flights.

Payment settlement fee: Xeni will earn a transaction fee on all payments settled through
XeniPay. The fee will be borne by the supplier receiving COGS payment. Currently, suppliers

III.

receiving payments via virtual cards must pay 2-3% to the virtual card provider. Suppliers will
benefit from significant cost savings from using XeniPay, which will charge a fee of 1.5% for
settlement. With XeniPay, suppliers will enjoy a lower cost of settlement, significantly reduced
chargebacks, reduced working capital costs, and eventually cut their accounting and clearing
overhead costs.
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XeniCoin Token
The XeniCoin token is the native token of Xeni, which will reside on a blockchain network to be determined. It
derives its utility from 3 purposes: Payments, Monetization Opportunities, and Governance. The maximum supply
of XeniCoin is fixed at 1,000,000,000 (1 billion).
The Token Distribution has been designed to ensure a gradual increase of the circulating supply of XeniCoins and
to align the interests of the community, investors, and XENI team members and advisors.

Primary use case
1) Payments:
Xeni allows travelers to pay for their bookings in a wide variety of fiat currencies and cryptocurrencies. The
preferred currency on the Xeni ecosystem is the XeniCoin, which entitles the buyer to more significant discounts in
future travel credits and rewards.

Travelers and their travel professionals will receive discounts on travel in

exchange for paying in XeniCoin or other Crypto.

2) Monetization Opportunities
a) Defi Lending Protocol: Given its role in facilitating travel transactions between inventory suppliers and
travelers, Xeni is uniquely positioned to provide the infrastructure and transparency to provide liquidity
to the travel inventory suppliers. Currently liquidity is not provided directly to travel inventory suppliers
selling refundable travel. Suppliers do not receive payment until a booking has become non-refundable.
There is currently no trustless solution for creating a lending platform to serve this market. Xeni’s
ecosystem can facilitate a Defi lending environment. Our goal is to create a DeFi environment that offers
speed and flexibility for lending and borrowing in the travel COGS receivables space. Using Xeni’s smart
contracts, token holders can become lenders to inventory suppliers and choose their loan-to-value and
interest rate metrics. Xeni will initially use our domain expertise in the travel industry to set LTV and
terms, but in the future these terms can be voted on by the DAO.
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Defi Loan Origination Process
XeniCoin holders participate in
lending pool

Traveler makes a refundable booking
on Xeni for Happy Hotel

Lender 1

Xeni Pool

Lender 2

50% LTV
Cash escrow of
refundable bookings

USD

USCD swap

Lender 3

Escrow = collateral for loans
Happy Hotel Loan

Xeni Origination
Fee

Supplier=borrower

b) Transferable inventory on non-refundable bookings via tokenization currently, non-refundable travel
must go unused if the traveler is forced to abandon their plans. This causes pain to both the traveler
(wasted money) and the inventory supplier (reduced revenue generation opportunities from a live
guest). The XeniCoin token can facilitate the resale of nonrefundable travel across the platform. The
token will embed a smart contract that will contain the economic splits and incentives for every
counterparty in the transaction.

c) Governance: specific areas of governance will fall under the DAO immediately. The governance will be
conducted through a series of proposals that members of the DAO will vote on (see DAO section below).
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Launch and initial token distribution
At the Token Generation Event (TGE) in Q1 2022, the XeniCoin token will be launched on a blockchain network to be
determined. The maximum total supply will be 1 billion (1,000,000,000 XeniCoin). We expect the community
ownership of XeniToken to increase over time.
The supply is initially allocated as shown in the following chart. Token generation event sale is available via a
private sale for accredited investors. The funds raised will assist with the initial development, set up, and operation
of XeniCoin, DAO, XeniPay, and Defi platform.

Category

Allocation

No. tokens

Xeni DAO

45.0%

450,000,000

Current investors private sale

10.0%

100,000,000

Xeniapp Team

10.0%

100,000,000

Partner Pool

10.0%

100,000,000

Private Sale

5.0%

50,000,000

Public Sale 1 (18 mo vest)

2.0%

20,000,000

Public Sale 2 (3 yr vest)

8.0%

80,000,000

Marketing expense

5.0%

50,000,000

Advisors

5.0%

50,000,000

100.0%

1,000,000,000

Total
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Token unlocking schedule (vesting)
The vesting schedule below entails the following circulating supply over time:

The foundation maintains the right to purchase tokens from marketers to provide liquidity.

XeniCoin DAO
Token-gated membership: DAO members must hold a minimum threshold of XeniCoin to be defined.
Governance: specific areas of governance will fall under the DAO immediately. The governance will be conducted
through a series of proposals that members of the DAO will vote on.
The XeniCoin DAO, based on current plans, will maintain control of the Defi protocol(s) (such as choosing interest
rate and LTV), as well as select other areas of governance, which include:
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Voting rights on supplier and service provider mergers & acquisitions
Voting rights on inventory additions to the Xeni platform
Voting rights on supported coins
Voting rights on exclusive discounts, special offers, and sweepstakes for token holders (for example, DAO
could offer access to a week at a luxury villa to token holders on a sweepstakes basis)
Over time, governance will transition to complete community and stakeholder control. Currently, the following
rights are controlled by the admin:

Capital allocation decisions of DAO treasury (including buy and burn decision)
Incentives allocated through stable coin

Summary
Xeni facilitates blockchain-based payment settlement in the travel industry by uniting the buyers and sellers of
travel on one ecosystem.
The Xeni travel framework offers significant upgrades to the current software infrastructure available to travel
professionals and travel inventory suppliers, while better meeting the needs of the end-user (the traveler). This
value-add will allow Xeni to attract billions of dollars in booking volume, which will serve as a captive market for
settling with XeniPay, the ecosystem’s blockchain settlement engine.
The XeniCoin Token will facilitate purchases on the platform, but also provide a utility for holders to generate
returns through the DeFi lending platform and tokenization fees for transferring nonrefundable bookings.
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